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Francisco Perez
2020 Artist Statement

As an interdisciplinary artist, I am working to create a new language by combining my photography,
written observations, poetry, and life experiences. This practice invites a dialogue between the me, the
myself and the I, in an introspective journey that requires a moment of openness not just by me the
creator, but also by the viewer. By creating these works, I invite the viewer into my personal space to
observe the intimacy of my thoughts and inner monologue in direct contrast to the contemporary
means of personal interactions, information gathering and sharing. It is not always about the great
moments, but the idle moments; the drives home admiring a sunset while stuck in traffic, the way the
light comes into the room and falls on an ignored sink full of dirty dishes and how we marvel in its
particular ironic kind of beauty.
As a photographer, I have found that the visual image does not completely capture that moment or
thing that has me so transfixed. What isn’t captured are all the other details that make up that image;
the me, my thoughts, that awful song that keeps playing over and over in my head, the visceral is
missing. This has led me into exploring other mediums and experiment with the merging of ideas and
disciplines. My work seeks to visualize the multitudes of life layers that act as buffers, blinders and as
catalyst to the physical world around me. On its own these things don’t give enough explanation, but
together they create an archive of existence. In this archive I can collect those things; objects, images,
and words- that I feel explains the experience of my life.
My work fights against the moment of death, against the fleetingness of life, by stopping time and
isolating it, and allowing it to be looked at and second guessed, analyzed, over thought. It also offers a
moment of almost possible clarity. I am searching for clarity in my work, clarity in my path, clarity in a
way that brings understanding to myself and the viewer, and at the same time tries to make sense of the
overstimulated highly visual world we live in. I feel at times that I am trying to unearth a forgotten truth
or lost way which only proof of existence is a fleeting feeling.
This work is a documentation of life in this time and space, lived by me, separate from others while still
among them. It is the inner monologue that makes us who we are. It is not the dread of existentialism
but a type of acceptance, that yes I will die, but this work will live on , if nothing else as a declaration of
what I saw, felt, said, endured. This is the archive of my existence becomes the headstone of my future.
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1. Drive, 2018. 5”x7”- art book page- acrylic paint, redacted newspaper poem, photographs.
2. Head Rush, Gold Rush. 2018. 6”x3”. Wire, gold leaf, wood base.
3a. Depending On, 2018. 1”x1.5”. Newspaper redaction.
3b. Absence. 2018, 3”x4”. Newspaper redaction poem.
4. Not Just a Cigarette, 2018. 5”x7”x.5”. Text and cigarette.
5. Untitled. 2019, Ink transfer into 5x7 art book.
6. Smoke Study #1, – Pareidolia series, 2019. Digital image.
7. Beautiful When We Squint, 2019. Digital image.
8. Redaction. 2019, 19”x22” Newspaper redaction collage.
9. 13lbs +/-. 2019. 12”x20”x6”, Antique scale and personal journals.
10. Smog. 2020. WIP- collage of written descriptor and visual image. Digital image.
11. Reflection in Abstraction. 2020. Digital image.
12. Days Colliding. 2020. Polaroid and text digitally merged.
13. Grape Street Self Portrait. Digital collage- cell phone.
14. Reject Spring- 2018. 17”x20” Ink and newspaper redaction.
15. Snack. 2018. Digital image.
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20. Green Pool Color Study. 2019. Digital image
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Photographer as Witness:
Voyeur as the historian of experience, time/duration, & desire

The role that the photographer plays in society can be a tricky and fickle road to travel
down. Many arguments from differing point of views can be debated and do debate the role and
impact that photography and photographers have had and continue to have on society.
Photography has the power to change perceptions and that is what makes it dangerous. It is an
empirical point of view that photography deals with time and duration not only in the mechanical
application of its process but also as markers in our personal lifespan of history. The photograph
works as proof that we existed, that we were present. Time and duration can be viewed not only
as a measurement but as personal experience. and given that experience is subjective, confirms
that each of us experience in the same way, but we perceive things differently. We see through
different filters and life experiences that give us each a different point of view if not insight. This
is the special something that gives photography its allure, perception of the world in which we
live. Photography and the photographer become not just an experience of time and duration, but
proof of a physical phenomenological document where every photo can be justified as a record
of life, death, love, tastes, and desires monumentalized as a record. Photography is just as much
an internal explanation of the photographer as it is a statement of the world it sees and records.

Photographer Irving Penn’s self-portrait, Irving Penn: In a Cracked Mirror (1986), a
black and white headshot of Penn’s reflection in a cracked mirror. The crack runs along the right
side of the image, creating a double image of his left eye. To me this image encapsulates the
idea of photography as phenomenological experience. The phenomenological experience can be
described as an essence that must be dealt with before the outside world can be understood. We
see this spectacle when the photographer turns the camera on themselves, as a marker in their life
but also as a signifier of a single consciousness in part of a larger collective. The “I, is always
other to itself.,”1 as Amelia Jones, writes, is never truly in synchronicity with how we feel on the
inside and how we look on the outside. It becomes an opposing force whose effects we deal with
for a lifetime as we try and navigate the personal opinions and outside forces upon the
unconscious as explained by Jacques Lacan, “What determines me at the most profound level, in
the visible, is the gaze that is outside. It is through the gaze that I enter the light and it is the gaze
that I receive its effect.”2 But is the gaze from outside the truth and final say on who we are?
Maurice Merleau- Ponty gives us a different perspective, that it is not only the gaze from outside
but how that gaze mixes with the idea of we are as individuals, the “absolute source” to our
experience. “Rather, I am the absolute source. My existence does not come from my antecedents,
nor from my physical and social surroundings; it moves out towards them and sustains them. For
I am the one who brings into being for myself – and thus into being in the only sense that the
world could have for me.”3 This image says that the view is flawed, it is broken and so it is not
perfect. This could be a reflection on Penn himself, humanity or maybe it is a critique of the
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standards we impose on ourselves through filters and the skewed plane of an already broken
system. We’d typically would discard of an item that is broken and beyond repair, but we can’t
with the world or ourselves, so we keep trying to see through the imperfections. The overlapping
of Penn’s left eye is what holds my attention. I read in it that the photographer has seen more
than expected and it has left him different if not left him broken and unable to see the world any
other way. No one can un-see what is seen or unlearn what has been learned all we can do is
ignore.
These filters or character traits are a type of defense mechanism according to Ernest
Becker. He argues that these filters are tied to the idea of self that we have created to deal with
the trials and traumas of past experiences and the truth that death awaits us all at the end of this
life, “that it is an attempt to avoid insanity because of the real nature of the world.” 4 Simply put ,
its how we cope. I see this image as Penn coping with the multitudes that through experience
mold us and how we see our surroundings. That a person requires multiple definitions of self
throughout their life, changing as they experience and either grow or remain stagnant.
Susan Sontag in her essay In Plato’s Cave, blames the industrial revolution and
technological advances that allowed for the mass production of smaller lighter, easier to use
cameras which ushered in the tourist, the voyeur. Her description of the voyeur with camera in
hand is that of an aggressor. That theses photographers pollute the visual pool of knowledge
with an ever-changing definition that cannot be relied on. What photography does is “to
democratize all experiences by translating them into images.”5. Even though Sontag agrees that
photographs posses a certain amount of knowledge, she thinks that this knowledge is of a lesser
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Ernest Becker, The Denial of Death. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997.
Susan Sontag, “In Plato’s Cave,” On Photography. New York: Picador, 2010.

value than that which is attained from other more artisanal arts, that photography is “knowledge
attained at bargain prices.”6 I agree more with the analysis of John Berger who disagrees with
Sontag in his essay Uses of Photography. Berger argues that “What photographs do out there in
space was previously done in reflection.”7 Berger states that this voyeur is contributing to the
living history and although he attributes it to a memory of the stranger, I would argue that
photography is contributing to the history of us as a collective, living our lives in this time ,
occupying this particular space. Like a mixed bag of nuts, we are all mad and insane, we are as
Walt Whitman would describe as full of contradictions,8 and Dostoevsky would quip about
“being educated enough not to be superstitious but still suppositious none the less.”9 We all
contribute to this collective with our weird quirks and rituals. The photograph pulls those
contradictions to the light and if nothing else, allows those strangers to become part of our lives
and understand us, to be part of our contradiction, of our routine. In that aspect the voyeur
becomes a recorder of their personal experience through the photograph. Does it really matter
that the images never go further than maybe viewed by few if any? And does the quantity of
views invalidate the historical and cultural contribution? I don’t believe so.
I think of the work of photographer Vivian Maier and the images she made from the
1950’s in to the 1990’s. Maier wasn’t a working photographer but a regular working-class citizen
who lived a private life working as a nanny. Her street photography is looked at in awe because
not just of how her technical skill but also for her approach to her photographs, her perspective.
Again, I will visit the example of her self-portrait, because unlike the straight on image that Penn
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has given us of himself, I believe that this image of Maier stands out to me as an excellent
example of the individual in the wild amongst the masses and the shadows. From a landing (I
assume the mass transit train station,) shooting down onto a city street with her shadow anchored
at the lower right corner of the frame. In Maier, I see the voyeur of society that Sontag
describes, but don’t see it as foaming monster she portrays. Instead I see an individual making a
visual record of their decisions, major and minor, and a person living with those decisions. Here
the shadow of us stands amongst all the moving parts of the city that has layers on top of layers
of information. The shadow doesn’t look sinister. It looks lonely and think sad. I believe it
captures the feelings of being alone in a world where there is always something going on, but
that connection is hard to make, where the shy blend in with the rest of the scenery. But that
could be me associating her personal story years later with what I am seeing now. According to
Berger, these images become a sort of visual diary. A visual narrative that when put together
could in theory map out the life of the individual. These records can then help us try and
understand the person behind the camera, the human being behind the mechanism. The
photograph gave the average person the opportunity to become the historian of their own life.
Though I would say that the invention of digital imaging has allowed us not only to be a
historian but to share those selective moments as curators. I say digital imaging is at the source
because of the power to store and delete great numbers of images, avoiding the technicalities
with the sheer number of images, which was unheard of in the days of film development. It is the
technological equivalent to Descartes famous line, “I think therefore I am,” validated by Lacan’s
only after being seen or recognized by the other. I do find it interesting that the images that we
hold as vital documents of information is always, or seems to be, made by the other. Robert
Frank images from his work in Americans, I think is a good example, and now Maier, who was

born in the states, but spent her youth and formative years living in Europe before migrating in
the early 1950’s.
Another example of this contribution to the living history is the work of Guadalupe
Rosales’s Veteranas and Rucas, (2015), a photo archive dedicated to women in southern
California. These images of women are not shot by Rosales but collected from the very voyeurs
that Sontag says is cluttering up society. These images collected offer a glimpse not only into
women but as witness to the subculture s that these women belonged to, by either demographic,
location, nationality. In the case of Rosales’s, it is the Hispanic woman coming of age and their
place in the social construct in the cities of southern California. These images would not exist
nor would some of the history we are aware of if these voyeurs were not there to take those
images. This monument to a past is what Becker describes as our way of avoiding death. We
create these monuments for as not to be forgotten to the heavy and narrow view historians tend
to have against what is found unpalatable by the authors. “The hope and belief is that the thing
man creates in society are of lasting worth and meaning, that they outlive or outshine death and
decay, that man and his products count.”10
But where does that leave us with desire? Does a place exist in society for those images?
I believe that there is a place if we look at it in the way that Berger has suggests and consciously
separate the context of the image. “A radial system has to be constructed around a photograph so
that it may be seen in terms which are simultaneously personal, political, economic, dramatic,
every day and historic.”11 I believe the nude image, the desire can live in this separation as either
part of the personal or even in its own category. As part of the ongoing memory or living
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Ernest Becker, The Denial of Death. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997.
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memory as Berger describes it. The problem is that desire is subjective just like experience and
since it is subjective it is hard to draw a proverbial line in the sand declaring allowed by desire
but separated by taste. I think that as a collective we can separate the big red flags that society
have declared unacceptable and detrimental to us as a somewhat logical being. But what about
the less controversial scenarios? If we looked as these images as anything other than what they
are, as a need to understand why we desire what we do. We declare monuments in stone and
inspiration and beauty, the painting whose hours and detail hold our admiration, but point the
camera at desire, and it has been exploited. They declare that there is no language that it holds to
educate us. What it says is that we hold power stealing from the unsuspecting.
Looking at Edward Weston’s Nude in Doorway, 1936, speaks of an interesting
phenomenon and position with in the arts. That of the muse, declared by some as the link to
divination and others as a useless tool of the weak artist. Both are strong arguments but is it the
right perception. Muse has always seemed like a secret word with many meanings and most of
the time all seemed to lean towards the sexual deviance of power and submission. Plato writes in
Ion, that Socrates in dialogue with a rhapsode (an orator of poetry and verse), defines the muse a
link in a series of rings with the spectator being the last of that ring. “And every poet has some
Muse from whom he is suspended, and by whom he is said to be possessed…,”12 Interesting that
the muse in Plato is referred to as the Muse, reflecting in the power struggle of the submission of
the subject (lower case s) compared to the authority of the Subject (upper case S) , hinting that
the Muse has its own power and authority and not submissive to anyone as the subject. Charis
Wilson, the person in Weston’s image was his muse, who he would marry a year after this image
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was made. Whether she was a submissive muse or a power Muse, only they would know. I make
no statement about the quality of their relationship or what effect Wilson had to bear as his
(m)use, but when I look at this photograph there is something that speaks to me more than a
static reflection of light. There is a comfort in her pose, a trust that between the two of them that
transcends the stereotype Sontag paints of the photographer lurking to collect his fetish. Maybe it
is the banality that Berger speaks of, needing to be present in the sexual image of the naked,
“This is the element of banality that must be undisguised but not chilling. It is this which
distinguishes between voyeur and lover.”13 I think this banality comes through in the image of
Wilson. Her posture is that she has done this act numerous times before and although composed,
it feels somewhat serendipitous. I say this because of small signifiers such as the shadow on her
right arm cast by what seems to be the door sill, and the rug she is sitting on. It doesn’t seem as it
is as refined as it can be. The banality of this act is apparent that we become ambivalent to the
things we see. We focus on certain details and forget some other. When reading later of the
circumstances around this sitting, Wilson would comment that the floor was hot and that’s why
she was sitting on the rug and that her head was tucked because she was looking for reprieve
from the bright sun. The burden that some carry for the arts though goes further than just posing
in the hot sun.
Otto Rank warns about the relationship with the muse. He claims that the relationship can
be fine if the artist is mindful to keep “a relation on the ideological plane without confusing it
with real life. “ that if not then the “woman is expected to be the Muse and mistress at once,
which means that she must justify equally the artistic ego, with its creativeness, and the real self,
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with its life: this she seldom (and in any case only temporarily) succeeds in doing.”14 I find it
interesting again that we see the same capitalization of the Muse compared to the lower case m
of mistress. The power of inspiration and the submission of our sexual urges. Rank is
commenting on how one could possibly put such a burden on another. Combine that burden with
the systematic categorization of the woman as an object in art and society, the weight becomes a
lot to bear. Not only is this burden now on the muse but it is also becoming the burden that the
artist must bear witness to. The nude cannot be blind to this subjection and must somehow
incorporate it. The struggle to incorporate and place desire back amongst the artist’s works may
just lie in the banality the Berger commented on. That for it to be true desire in the nude, desire
must be shown as a true lover would see, with pimples and hairs, and a comfort that makes us
aware on a different sense. It will be a difficult task as that level of honesty is hard to come by in
life as well as art.
The banality of photography and the fact that it can be learned by any interested party has
given photography a low brow view of the world. But in fact, if looked at in a larger point of
view, photography is in fact it is a monument to our lives. Photography contributes to our
personal record. To the right viewer, the images can read like a diary entry into the parts of our
perception that as beings don’t quite understand completely. The hope that one day someone will
look on them and understand. Becker is correct in his assertion that we make these documents so
that death will be easier to swallow with the hope that something, this document of life takes our
place in its entirety, including desire.
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94 FRANK, A REALLY SOPHISTICATED STUDY OF PHOTOGRAPHY. YOUR
ESSAY FEELS LIKE A SPRINGBOARD FOR MANY UNEXAMINED IDEAS ON THE
MEDIUM, TO THE DEGREE THAT IT READS MORE LIKE A MASTERS THESIS
PROPOSAL FOR AN EXPLORATION OF THE DIFFERENT PROCESSES FOR
UNDERSTANDING PHOTOGRAPHIC DISCOURSES – FROM THE ARTIST AS VOYEUR
TO THE SUBJECT AS MUSE. ITS CLEAR THAT PHOTOGRAPHY OFFERS SO MUCH
MORE AS AN INTELLECTUAL CONTRIBUTION AND YOU CERTAINLY HAVE
EXPANDED ON THE PHILOSOPHICAL NATURE OF THE MEDIUM!
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Photographer as Witness:
Voyeur as the historian of experience, time/duration, & desire

GRAMMARConsidering The role that the photographer plays in society can be a tricky
and fickle road to travel down. Many arguments from differing point of views can be debated
and do debate the role and impact that photography and photographers have had and continue to
have on society. Photography has the power to change perceptions and that is what makes it
dangerous. It is an empirical point of view that photography deals with time and duration not
only in the mechanical application of its process but also as markers in our personal lifespan of

history. The photograph works as proof that we existed, that we were present. Time and duration
can be viewed not only as a measurement but as personal experience. and given that experience
is subjective, confirms that each of us experience in the same way, but we perceive things
differently. We see through different filters and life experiences that give us each a different
point of view if not insight. This is the special something that gives photography its allure,
perception of the world in which we live. Photography and the photographer become not just an
experience of time and duration, but proof of a physical phenomenological document where
every photo can be justified as a record of life, death, love, tastes, and desires monumentalized as
a record. Photography is just as much an internal explanation of the photographer as it is a
statement of the world it sees and records. REALLY COMPELLING INTRODUCTION
FRANK, WHICH INTRIGUES THE READER
Photographer Irving Penn’s self-portrait in broken glass, (NEED DATE!) IS THERE A
REASON FOR NOT CAPITALIZING THE TITLE? PROVIDE HERE A DETAILED
DESCRIPTION OF THE PHOTOGRAPH to me seems to encapsulate the idea of photography
as phenomenological experience. The phenomenological experience can be described as an
essence that must be dealt with before the outside world can be understood. We see this spectacle
when the photographer turns the camera on themselves, as a marker in their life but also as a
signifier of a single consciousness in part of a larger collective. The “I, is always other to
itself.,”1 as Amelia Jones, writes, is never truly in synchronicity with how we feel on the inside
and how we look on the outside. It becomes an opposing force whose effects we deal with for a
lifetime as we try and navigate the personal opinions and outside forces upon the unconscious as
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Amelia Jones, “The “Eternal Return”: Self-Portrait Photography as a Technology of Embodiment,” Signs: Journal
of Women in Culture and Society, vol.27, no.4. (2002)

explained by Jacques Lacan,“What determines me at the most profound level, in the visible, is
the gaze that is outside. It is through the gaze that I enter the light and it is the gaze that I receive
its effect.”2 But is the gaze from outside the truth and final say on who we are? Maurice
Merleau- Ponty gives us a different perspective, that it is not only the gaze from outside but how
that gaze mixes with the idea of we are as individuals, the “absolute source” to our experience.
“Rather, I am the absolute source. My existence does not come from my antecedents, nor from
my physical and social surroundings; it moves out towards them and sustains them. For I am the
one who brings into being for myself – and thus into being in the only sense that the world could
have for me.”3 This image says that the view is flawed, it is broken and so it is not perfect. This
could be a reflection on Penn himself, humanity or maybe it is a critique of the standards we
impose on ourselves through filters and the skewed plane of an already broken system. We’d
typically would discard of an item that is broken and beyond repair, but we can’t with the world
or ourselves, so we keep trying to see through the imperfections. The overlapping of Penn’s left
eye is what holds my attention. PROVIDE MORE DESCRIPTION OF THE IMAGE – THE
READER NEEDS IT I read in it that the photographer has seen more than expected and it has
left him different if not left him broken and unable to see the world any other way. No one can
un-see what is seen or unlearn what has been learned all we can do is ignore. YES, THAT’S SO
TRUE
These filters or character traits are a type of defense mechanism according to Ernest
Becker. He argues that these filters are tied to the idea of self that we have created to deal with
the trials and traumas of past experiences and the truth that death awaits us all at the end of this
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life, “that it is an attempt to avoid insanity because of the real nature of the world.” 4 Simply put ,
its how we cope. I see this image as Penn coping with the multitudes that through experience
mold us and how we see our surroundings. That a person requires multiple definitions of self
throughout their life, changing as they experience and either grow or remain stagnant.
Susan Sontag in her essay In Plato’s Cave, blames the industrial revolution and
technological advances that allowed for the mass production of smaller lighter, easier to use
cameras which ushered in the tourist, the voyeur. Her description of the voyeur with camera in
hand is that of an aggressor. That theses photographers pollute the visual pool of knowledge
with an ever-changing definition that cannot be relied on. What photography does is “to
democratize all experiences by translating them into images.” 5. Even though Sontag agrees that
photographs possess a certain amount of knowledge, she thinks that this knowledge is of a lesser
value than that which is attained from other more artisanal arts, that photography is “knowledge
attained at bargain prices.”6 I agree more with the analysis of John Berger who disagrees with
Sontag in his essay Uses of Photography. Berger argues that “What photographs do out there in
space was previously done in reflection.”7 Berger states that this voyeur is contributing to the
living history and although he attributes it to a memory of the stranger, I would argue that
photography is contributing to the history of us as a collective, living our lives in this time ,
occupying this particular space. Like a mixed bag of nuts, we are all mad and insane, we are as
Walt Whitman would describe as full of contradictions,8 and Dostoevsky would quip about
“being educated enough not to be superstitious but still suppositious none the less.”9 We all
4
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contribute to this collective with our weird quirks and rituals. The photograph pulls those
contradictions to the light and if nothing else, allows those strangers to become part of our lives
and understand us, to be part of our contradiction, of our routine. In that aspect the voyeur
becomes a recorder of their personal experience through the photograph. Does it really matter
that the images never go further than maybe viewed by few if any? And does the quantity of
views invalidate the historical and cultural contribution? I don’t believe so.
I think of the images of photographer Vivian Maier and the images she made from the
1950’s in to the 1990’s. Maier wasn’t a working photographer but a regular working-class citizen
who lived a private life working as a nanny. Her street photography is looked at in awe because
not just of how her technical skill but also for her approach to her photographs, her perspective.
Again, I will visit the example of her self-portrait, because unlike the straight on image that Penn
has given us of himself, I believe that this image of Maier stands out to me as an excellent
example of the individual in the wild amongst the masses and the shadows. From a landing (I
assume the mass transit train station,) shooting down onto a city street with her shadow anchored
at the lower right corner of the frame. I see the voyeur WHO IS SHE A VOYEUR OF
EXACTLY? that Sontag describes, but don’t see it as foaming monster she portrays. Instead I
see an individual making a visual record of their decisions, major and minor, and a person living
with those decisions. Here the shadow of us stands amongst all the moving parts of the city that
has layers on top of layers of information. The shadow doesn’t look sinister. It looks lonely and
think sad. I believe it captures the feelings of being alone in a world where there is always
something going on, but that connection is hard to make, where the shy blend in with the rest of
the scenery. But that could be me associating her personal story years later with what I am
seeing now. YES, THAT’S WHAT IS TRICKY ABOUT THE WAYS OF SEEING,

ACCORDING TO BERGER These images become a sort of visual diary. A visual narrative that
when put together could in theory map out the life of the individual. These records can then help
us try and understand the person behind the camera, the human being behind the mechanism.
The photograph gave the average person the opportunity to become the historian of their own
life. Though I would say that the invention of digital imaging has allowed us not only to be a
historian but to share those selective moments as curators. I say digital imaging is at the source
because of the power to store and delete great numbers of images, avoiding the technicalities
with the sheer number of images, which was unheard of in the days of film development.YES
GOOD POINT It is the technological equivalent to Descartes famous line, “I think therefore I
am,” validated by Lacan’s only after being seen or recognized by the other. I do find it
interesting that the images that we hold as vital documents of information is always, or seems to
be, made by the “other.” Robert Frank images from his work in Americans, I think is a good
example, and now Maier, who was born in the states, but spent her youth and formative years
living in Europe before migrating in the early 1950’s.
Another example of this contribution to the living history is the work of Guadalupe
Rosales’s Veteranas and Rucas, (NEED DATE) a photo archive dedicated to women in southern
California. These images of women are not shot by Rosales but collected from the very voyeurs
that Sontag says is cluttering up society. These images collected offer a glimpse not only into
women but as witness to the subculture s that these women belonged to, by either demographic,
location, nationality. In the case of Rosales’s, it is the Hispanic woman coming of age and their
place in the social construct in the cities of southern California. These images would not exist
nor would some of the history we are aware of if these voyeurs were not there to take those
images. WHEN IS THE PHOTOGRAPHER A VOYEUR RATHER THAN JUST AN

OBSERVER? IS IT BECAUSE SHE IS PEEPING INTO CULTURE HERE? This monument
to a past is what Becker describes as our way of avoiding death. We create these monuments for
as not to be forgotten to the heavy and narrow view historians tend to have against what is found
unpalatable by the authors. “The hope and belief is that the thing man creates in society are of
lasting worth and meaning, that they outlive or outshine death and decay, that man and his
products count.”10
But where does that leave us with desire? Does a place exist in society for those images?
I believe that there is a place if we look at it in the way that Berger has suggests and consciously
separate the context of the image. “A radial system has to be constructed around a photograph so
that it may be seen in terms which are simultaneously personal, political, economic, dramatic,
every day and historic.”11 I believe the nude image, the desire can live in this separation as either
part of the personal or even in its own category. As part of the ongoing memory or living
memory as Berger describes it. The problem is that desire is subjective just like experience and
since it is subjective it is hard to draw a proverbial line in the sand declaring allowed by desire
but separated by taste. I think that as a collective we can separate the big red flags that society
have declared unacceptable and detrimental to us as a somewhat logical being. But what about
the less controversial scenarios? If we looked as these images as anything other than what they
are, as a need to understand why we desire what we do. We declare monuments in stone and
inspiration and beauty, the painting whose hours and detail hold our admiration, but point the
camera at desire, and it has been exploited. YES, IS IT BECAUSE OF THEIR
DOCUMENTARY ‘REAL’ THAT SUGGESTS PORNOGRAPHY? They declare that there is
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no language that it holds to educate us. What it says is that we hold power stealing from the
unsuspecting.
Looking at Edward Weston’s Nude in Doorway, 1936, speaks of an interesting
phenomenon and position with in the arts. That of the muse, declared by some as the link to
divination and others as a useless tool of the weak artist. Both are strong arguments but is it the
right perception. Muse has always seemed like a secret word with many meanings and most of
the time all seemed to lean towards the sexual deviance of power and submission. Plato writes in
Ion, that Socrates in dialogue with a rhapsode (an orator of poetry and verse), defines the muse a
link in a series of rings with the spectator being the last of that ring. “And every poet has some
Muse from whom he is suspended, and by whom he is said to be possessed…,”12 Interesting that
the muse in Plato is referred to as the Muse, reflecting in the power struggle of the submission of
the subject (lower case s) compared to the authority of the Subject (upper case S) , hinting that
the Muse has its own power and authority and not submissive to anyone as the subject. Charis
Wilson, the person in Weston’s image was his muse, who he would marry a year after this image
was made. Whether she was a submissive muse or a power Muse, only they would know. I make
no statement about the quality of their relationship or what effect Wilson had to bear as his
(m)use, but when I look at this photograph there is something that speaks to me more than a
static reflection of light. There is a comfort in her pose, a trust that between the two of them that
transcends the stereotype Sontag paints of the photographer lurking to collect his fetish. Maybe it
is the banality that Berger speaks of, needing to be present in the sexual image of the naked,
“This is the element of banality that must be undisguised but not chilling. It is this which
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distinguishes between voyeur and lover.”13 I think this banality comes through in the image of
Wilson. Her posture is that she has done this act numerous times before and Although composed,
it feels somewhat serendipitous. I say this because of small signifiers such as the shadow on her
right arm cast by what seems to be the door sill, and the rug she is sitting on. It doesn’t seem as it
is as refined as it can be. The banality of this act is apparent that we become ambivalent to the
things we see. We focus on certain details and forget some other. When reading later of the
circumstances around this sitting, Wilson would comment that the floor was hot and that’s why
she was sitting on the rug and that her head was tucked because she was looking for reprieve
from the bright sun. The burden that some carry for the arts though goes further than just posing
in the hot sun. BUT IF SHE WERE A SUBJECT OF PAINTING, AND THE PORTRAIT WAS
A PAINTING, HOW WOULD THAT CHANGE THINGS – WOULD SHE BE ELEVATED
AS SONTAG SUGGESTS?
Otto Rank warns about the relationship with the muse. He claims that the relationship can
be fine if the artist is mindful to keep “ a relation on the ideological plane without confusing it
with real life. “ that if not then the “woman is expected to be the Muse and mistress at once,
which means that she must justify equally the artistic ego, with its creativeness, and the real self,
with its life: this she seldom (and in any case only temporarily) succeeds in doing.” 14 I find it
interesting again that we see the same capitalization of the Muse compared to the lower case m
of mistress. The power of inspiration and the submission of our sexual urges. Rank is
commenting on how one could possibly put such a burden on another. Combine that burden with
the systematic categorization of the woman as an object in art and society, the weight becomes a
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lot to bear. Not only is this burden now on the muse but it is also becoming the burden that the
artist must bear witness to. The nude cannot be blind to this subjection and must somehow
incorporate it. The struggle to incorporate and place desire back amongst the artist’s works may
just lie in the banality the Berger commented on. That for it to be true desire in the nude, desire
must be shown as a true lover would see, with pimples and hairs, and a comfort that makes us
aware on a different sense. It will be a difficult task as that level of honesty is hard to come by in
life as well as art.
The banality of photography and the fact that it can be learned by any interested party has
given photography a low brow view of the world. But in fact, if looked at in a larger point of
view, photography is in fact it is a monument to our lives. YES, AND MUCH MORE
BECAUSE OF ITS COEXISTING BANALITY AND MONUMENTALITY, NO? Photography
contributes to our personal record. To the right viewer, the images can read like a diary entry into
the parts of our perception that as beings don’t quite understand completely. The hope that one
day someone will look on them and understand. Becker is correct in his assertion that we make
these documents so that death will be easier to swallow with the hope that something, this
document of life takes our place in its entirety, including desire.
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